
Pope in Cuba: game changer? 
 

 
When John Paul II was pope, the man who eventually succeeded him was well known for 
his skill in quiet, back-room Vatican maneuverings to ensure the agenda of the Pontiff 
and the Catholic Church. 

 
Now as pope, Benedict XVI finds himself in a quandary. As he draws closer to his first 
visit to Cuba, Benedict’s mastery at small strokes behind closed doors as the path to 

success could well leave him falling short in the eyes of the public, which expects large 
gestures from a pope visiting a Communist, but deeply Catholic, country. 
 

Benedict will have a chance to build on the church’s long and patient goal of being a 
bridge between the island’s lingering Communist government and the luster of 
democracy that is suggested by improving church-state relations on the island. 

 
Is that good enough — or should there be a clearly defined goal that the pope should 
seek during his March 26 to 28 stay? Can he be — should he try to be — a game 

changer? 
 
When Pope John Paul II visited his native Poland in 1979, he ignited the Solidarity 

movement that contributed to the collapse of the Soviet Union. It was his trip to Cuba in 
1998, the first papal visit since Fidel Castro took power in 1959, which gave Catholics 
there hope and set the stage for a second visit. 

 
No one expects this visit to cause the Cuban dictatorship to tumble. The issue is whether 
Benedict will merely try to expand a policy of accommodation — seeking gains primarily 

for the church and its flock — or instead call for greater democratic changes. 
 
Nearly 750 Cuban activists on the island have signed a letter to the pope warning that his 

coming to Cuba will “send a message to the oppressors that they can continue” to abuse 
Catholic opponents. They fear the visit will only legitimize Raul Castro’s government if it 
does nothing concrete to improve human rights on the communist-ruled island. 

 



“We would be very happy to receive you in our country, if the message of faith, love and 
hope that you could bring us also would serve to halt the repression against those who 

want to go to church,” the letter said. 
 
In describing the visit, Archbishop Thomas Wenski of Miami and Cardinal Jaime Ortega of 

Cuba have used the phrase “a springtime of faith” — echoing the phrase “Arab spring,” a 
term used to describe the pro-democracy uprisings sweeping the Arab world. 
 

Wenski has said he hopes the visit affirms the faith of the church and also perhaps opens 
up Cuban society to the world, “inviting people to open themselves up to God and to the 
value faith can bring” and also “inviting people to rediscover a future by rediscovering 

hope.” 
 
So, will the pope nudge a little or seek real change? 

 
The Catholic Church has become much more of a social force in the island’s society, 
brokering the release of political prisoners and lobbying to halt the harassment of some 

dissidents. In today’s Cuba, Catholicism is practiced more openly than ever. Evangelical 
churches are strengthening. 
 

That is fertile ground to sow. Pope Benedict also has new tillers to help him sow: Cuban-
american exiles. Many hardliners have died and those who remain are more realistic — 
skeptical of the embargo, support lifting the U.S. travel ban and investing in their 

families’ small businesses on the island. Those who fought against John Paul II’S visit to 
Cuba are either dead, quiet or proponents today. 
 

As with so many other things, Cuba’s potential to ripen as a Catholic society — and using 
that as a path to democracy — remains temperamental. The stated purpose of Pope 
Benedict’s trip is the 400-year anniversary of Cuba’s patron saint, La Virgen de la Caridad 

del Cobre. Yet he cannot leave there without some easily apparent accomplishment. 
 
For example, Pope Benedict could join with Raul Castro in outlining steps to permit the 

Church to gain some access to state-run radio or television, administer schools and build 
new places of worship. These can be painted as gestures of reconciliation with the 
Catholic Church, but in truth they are harbingers to a more open society. Expanding 

public voices on the media and widening educational opportunities through any means 
are key pillars in any democratic foundation and, in theory, would open the door to 
greater freedom of choice and expression beyond the religious umbrella. Such steps 

would rightly be applauded. 
 
Those backroom skills that served Pope Benedict in the Vatican could be a trump card. 

One on one talks with Raul Castro are perfect for some realpolitik discourse. 



 
When they are face-to-face, the pope should remind the Cuban leader about something 

else that often becomes a game changer in such high stake dialogues. With Cuba, all 
things take time it seems. For aging leaders like Pope Benedict and the Castros, time is 
at a premium. The pope may not talk to God directly, but few have the moral authority to 

remind any earthly leader there is only so much time available to do the right thing. 
	  


